
FELLOWSHIPS 

Reviaed draft resolution proposed by Dr Laia Slri 

The Executive Board, 

In view of the advisability of giving Ifember States the necessary 
assistance to facilitate direct contact and exchange of experience and 
knowledge between personnel with responsible functions in scientific 
institutiote in the field of 啪dicine, as well tts in health administration, 
with persone working in similar institutions in other countries j 

Considering that the improved training acquired brjr such parsons in this 
iray, must - in virtue of idie implications of their post - be reflected in 
repaired action and make a decisive contribution to the strengthening and 
in^rovement of teadiing and administrative système and practices in ths 
public health field in the various ШшЪег States, 

Considering that a stuciy of the Fellowship programme conducted by the 
Region of tte Americas is to be undertaken emd a report hereon made to the 
Pan American Sanitary Conference, 

REQUESTS the Director-General to broaden this stu办 to cover all the 
Regions of the Organization, taking into account tto points menbloœd above. 
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FELLOWSHIPS 

Draft resolution proposed Ъу Dr Luis Siri 

The SxeoutivQ Board, 

In view of the advisability of giving Member States the necessary 
assistanco to facilitate direct contact and exchango of experience and 
knowledge between personnel with responsible functions in scientific 
institutions in the field of medicine, as well as in health administration, 
with persons working in similar institutions in other countries 5 

Considering that the improved training acquired by such persons In 
tais way, must - in virtue of the implications of their post - be 
reïleoted in renewed action and make a decisive contribution to the 
strengthening and improvement of teaching and administrative systems 
and practices in the public health field in the various Member States ? 

end 

Bearing in mind, that in view of the level of the posts usually held “ 
by such persons and other conditions relating to them as well as the 
special nature of the studies and the observations they have to make, 
they should have greater responsibilities and opportunities than those 
applying to ordinary fellows• 

REQUESTS the Director-General to study the problem outlined &bove 
and to report to the Board at its next session. 


